8. Training and Advising for Export
8.1 Learning Outcomes
•
•
•

Explain the need for continuous human resources development for export
Name the most common mistakes of potential exports
Identify training service providers in Eswatini

8.2 Module Content: Training and Advising on Export
8.2.1

Training and Human Resources Development

• Why export training is needed
Exporting demands new knowledge and new skills. Exporting is selling to other countries that may
be thousands of miles away. To get your products to those markets requires complex
documentation procedures. To make things more complicated, the buyers may have a different
language, a different culture, very different needs and preferences, a different currency and so on.
Exporting is difficult and demands special skills from your company. These skills must be
developed.
• What training is needed
Before you or your staff take part in a training programme, you have to ascertain what kind of
training you need. To find that out is not an easy task. You may confuse symptoms with the
problems to be tackled. You should therefore carry out an analysis of training needs in cooperation
with a registered institution that will provide the training. The following training institutions will be
able to assist:
•
•
•

Centre for Consulting Management, University of Eswatini
Institute of Development Management and
Mananga Centre for regional Integration and Management Development

The Ministry of Education and Training maintains a list of registered training institutions which
might be able to assist.
In addition The Eswatini Investment Promotion Authority and SEDCO will from time to time offer
sponsored programmes as part of the export promotion. Similar bodies like SWIFT, FESBIC and FSE
may also offer tailor made programmes for their members. Participation in programmes that are
government sponsored means little or no cost to you.
When you first venture into the export trade, the current standard course may suit your needs.
But the more you get into the business, the more specialized your training needs will be.
The training institutions can assist in carrying out a training needs assessment for your enterprise.
The training needs will reveal the gap between what your company must have to export
successfully and its current capacities. Training may help to reduce this gap but will not solve all
your problems. Other non-training activities may be more useful.
After the identification of your company’s training needs, a training programme must be
developed. It should be concrete, practical and contribute to the solution of specific company
problems. In-company applications are particularly useful. As a criterion for evaluating a training
programme, you should find out whether the performance of your company rather than that of
individuals improves after the programme.
Also professional diploma courses in Shipping and forwarding for example are available from some
of the training institutions and which can assist in building professional capacity in exporting.
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Figure 12: Training Session

In addition to training, your company may need advisory services from SMME agencies (SEDCO),
chambers of commerce and similar bodies. As you internationalizes, you will face increasingly face
complex challenges and you will need advice.
We should like to draw your attention now to the most common constraints faced by SMMEs in
conducting export business. You need to be aware of them, although only some may apply to your
company. Advisers from SEDCO or chambers of commerce will help you identify ways of overcoming
these constraints.









Limited financial resources
Limited qualified manpower
Limited production facilities and know-how
Limited knowledge of basic export marketing
Limited knowledge of export markets
Limited management capabilities
Tendency to use opportunistic approaches to export marketing
Lack of knowledge of, and access to, assistance sources

Ten common mistakes of potential exporters. Make sure you avoid them when entering the export
trade.
 Failure to obtain export counselling
 Insufficient commitment at the top management level
 Insufficient care in selecting distributors broad
 Indiscriminately chasing orders from around the world
 Neglecting export markets when the domestic market booms
 Failure to give special consideration to the needs and requirements of distributors abroad
 Unwillingness to modify products
 Failure to print mandatory messages on packages in the language of the export markets
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Competing solely on the basis on price
Failure to think form long-term perspective

8.2.2
•

Activity

Complete the Eswatini Export Readiness Check List and discuss?
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Case Studies
1.1 Gone Rural
www.goneruralswazi.com
Gone Rural was founded in 1992 by Jenny Thorne whose vision to empowering Swazi women cannot
be matched by anyone in Eswatini. Today Gone Rural produces over 100 products made by over 780
female artisans working as 13 producer groups throughout Eswatini. Embracing a unique and
inspiring philosophy, Gone Rural, through home-based work, produces unique home accessories
combined with traditional skills and high end design, hand-woven from sustainable natural fibres.
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Products: Hand-woven home accessories (baskets, tableware and decorative pieces)
Raw materials: Natural grasses and fibres from Eswatini, sustainably harvested by rural women
Production: The grass is bought from the women, processed and dyed into different colours and
shades before being given back to the women for weaving. The women produce the home
accessories according to specification and high standard of weaving. Gone Rural then purchases
the finished products for marketing and sales. Gone Rural has in-house design teams to create
new and different products as well as empowering artisans with training to create their own
designs
Gone Rural also works with other artisans and craft businesses who produce related products
which can be integrated to enhance the quality of the woven products (eg. Swazi Ceramics and
Luphondvo)
The products are sold at the Gone Rural shops at Malandela's Centre and Ngwenya Cultural
Village, as well as at other outlets in Eswatini. Group tours of tourists as well as local customers
come and buy products from the shops.
Gone Rural has identified external markets in the SADC region and beyond. They make use of
their website to attract buyers as well as participating in trade shows to showcase their
products. They also work with trade agents and distributors who market their products in
international regions.
Referrals are also an important form of identifying markets. Unfortunately there is no trading
house in Eswatini to show case their products. However Gone Rural also takes advantage of
national events like the Reed dance, Eswatini International Trade Fair and the Bush Fire Festival
to promote and push their products.
Export products are packed and labelled according to the requirements of the international
market. Gone Rural must also comply with the Rules of Origin if they are exporting to countries
in which Eswatini has trade agreements.
Finance for export is a big challenge as Gone Rural has to meet the packaging and shipping
requirements for most customers before payment is received. It takes sometimes up to six
months for payment to be made depending how the product was shipped and the terms of
trade for the particular customer.

In response to the needs of the rural women artisans Gone Rural established their sister NGO
BoMake Rural Project in 2016, as a community development organization serving the 52
communities in which the women artisans live. The organisation focuses on empowering these
communities and is currently impacting over 18 000 community members. BoMake Rural Project
focuses on education, health, water and sanitation, as well as micro enterprise development.
Questions?
1. What is attractive about the products of Gone Rural?
2. Discuss why working with women and the environmental focus is important to Gone Rural?
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The GR Collection weaves together tradition and contemporary design and environmental sensitivity. The
mainline collection of baskets and tableware is crafted entirely from locally-sourced, natural fibres and
recycled materials.
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1.2 Passion for Essential Oils
The Farm
Ever since he graduated from with a diploma in Agriculture, Mark had hoped one day that he will
own a farm for commercial purpose. His first job after graduating was to be a farm assistant for a
commercial dairy farm which had recently been established in the country. They made him help out
with establishment of the pastures and milking. But his desire was not in livestock. He preferred
crops. His breakthrough came in when his father-in-law offered him to take over the lease of the
farm he was renting. It was an irrigation farm with two centre pivots irrigating about 50 ha, each.
An additional 50ha is irrigated using flood. There was a small earth dam across a local stream and a
45 m deep borehole to supplement the dam. There was a total of 150 ha irrigable arable land. His
father in-law was growing potatoes, green mealies and vegetables mainly for the local market. He
had been operating the farm for over 30 years.
The farm is situated in the middle veld of the Shiselweni region along a rural road and only 20 km
from a small urban settlement. The farm lies on average at 750 m above sea level. The Middle veld
climate and weather is suitable for variety of crops including the essential oil plants he was keen to
grow. Farm labour is readily available in the neighbouring community especially for peak activities
like weeding and harvesting. Mark is currently working contract farming to grow maize and sugar
beans. This has helped him finance his operations as the contract has been able to pre-finance the
key inputs for production.
The Product
An essential oil is a concentrated chemical compound plants used for a variety of purposes including
medicine, fragrances flavours etc. A good example is Eucalyptus oils which contains menthol used
in the treatments of coughs and colds. Each oil contains a variety of components which can be used
for variety of purposes. They are used in perfumes, cosmetics, soaps and other products,
for flavouring food and drink, and for adding scents to incense and household cleaning products.
Essential oils are often used for aromatherapy, a form of alternative medicine in which healing
effects are ascribed to aromatic compounds. Aromatherapy may be useful to induce relaxation.
“The rosemary Verbenon has recently been internationally registered as natural preservative”
exclaimed Mark as he showed us his trial plots.
Production
The proposal for essential oils envisages the planting of a total of 150 ha harvested three times in
year. However the farmer is surrounded by other title deeds land holders who may eventually
participant in the project. In addition there is a large community on Swazi Nation land who may
participate. “I would like to work with the community to produce essential oils! ” remarked Mark;
“But that means involving more stakeholders and that too has its challenges.”
His first year’s trials had shown very successful yields but was uncertain how the next year was to
be like. Nor was he certain how long the replanting will take place. The Table below compares his
traditional crop revenue with that from Essential oils. The production costs were more les the same
for the different crops.
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Crop/Product

Net Returns per Number
of Total Revenue per
Ha
Harvests in a year
ha.

Sugar Beans

E30 000.00

2

E60 000.00

Green Maize

E30 000.00

2

E30 000.00

Essential Oil (Tea Tree Oil)

E60 000.00

3

E180 000.00

Essential oils are generally extracted by distillation, often by using steam. Other processes
include expression, solvent extraction, absolute oil extraction, resin tapping, wax embedding, and cold
pressing. The process of distillation involves the installation of a boiler and a distiller. Estimates for the
installation of distillation plant is approximately E450 000.00. The capacity of the plant will process in
excess of the harvest proposed on the farm.
The Market
Mark has been browsing through the internet to find potential markets for his products. Chinese
manufactures and especially in Taiwan had emerged as the strongest markets for Essential oils. One
reason was the extensive use of herbal medicines and practices in aroma therapy among the Chinese.
The attraction of the Taiwanese market was further strengthened by the bilateral trade agreement
signed between Eswatini and Taiwan. SIPA the Government body promoting trade in the country was
also encouraging links between Taiwan and Eswatini entrepreneurs. There was even possibility that a
visit to Taiwan was possible as part of the Trade delegation.
Mark has however successfully secured a letter of intent to enable him plan with realistic figures. He
also had an idea of the wholesale prices for some of the products.
Finance
Mark has worked out his business plan carefully using a variety of sources for information on
production, processing, marketing and transport and so on. He envisages a situation where current
production operations will be supported by the contract farming to generate working capital and the
trial plots on essential oils. His biggest challenge is the financing of the extraction unit. He is currently
negotiating with potential funders but is prepared to go it alone and is making progress towards that.
Part of his personal contribution has gone towards laying the foundation and the construction of the
Extraction unit. Financing for export is covered by the letter of intent from one of the potential buyers.

Questions:
a. Mark has asked you to assist with the preparation of his export plan. Discuss the issues he
should take into consideration?
b. What are the challenges of involving other stakeholders in this project?
c. What are the challenges for Mark to meet the Taiwanese Market?
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Exhibit A: Samples of Essential Oil
Whole sale Prices for Essential Oils
ESSENTIAL OIL SAMPLE

Description
Price per piece (US$)
Minimum Order
Skin Type
Application
Feature
Grade Separation
Type
Ingredient

Lavender
$80-150/kg
1kg
Dry skin
General
Anti aging, Anti
wrinkle
Pure Grade
Pure Grade
Lavender

Mint (Aromatherapy)
$1.00-$1.50
5000 pieces
wrinkle
Face Body and hair
Anti Aging, anti wrinkle
Perfume Grade
Compound Essential Oil
Mint

Figure 13: Essential Oils Tea Tree Plant
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Tree Tea (Anti Acne)
$23.00/kg
1kg
Oil skin
Skin and hair
Breast enhancer, antipuffiness, Acne Treatment
Pure Grade
Pure essential oil
Terpineol-4-Ol

Exhibit B: Letter of Intent

Dear Mark
LETTER OF INTENT
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
We at Taiwanese Oils are bulk buyers of 100% pure and natural essential oils. We strive to help
developing farmers with the purchase of their oils as well as quality analysis on oils with a response
to advise the farmer for the best quality oil.
We have market requirements for Organic Essential oils which we intend to purchase from Eswatini
farmers.
We see a strong market in the purchase of the following Organic Essential Oils:
Rosemary Verbenone; Lavandin Grosso; Lavandin Abrialis; Pepermint and Blue Yarrow Oil.
We would be interested in the purchase of the following Conventional Essential Oils: Cape
Chamomile; tea Tree; Thyme and Lemonbalm (Melissa), at the agreed upon quality;







Organic Rosemary Verbenone Oil 1000kg @ R1000 000.00 per annum (R1000.00/kg)
Organic Lavandin Abrialis Oil 1000kg @ R450 000.00 per annum (R450/kg)
Organic Sweet Marjoram Oil 1000kg @ R800 000.00 per annum (R800/kg)
Organic Perppermint Oil 1000kg @ R450 000.00 per annum (R450/kg)
Conventional Tea Tree Oil 5MT @ R1 925 000.00 per annum(385/kg)
Conventional Thyme Oil 1000kg @ R1 100 000.00 per annum (R1 100.00/kg)

We look forwad to working with you.
Yours Sincerely
Shuang Wong
Marketing Manage
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1.3 Black Mamba Chillies
The Business Strategist
Listening to Claudia tell you the story of Black Mamba Chillies is a very exciting experience. Her facial
expression, body language and voice demonstrated passion, commitment and a sense of direction for
this emerging global exporter. “I simply saw so many opportunities in the country when I came here
12 years ago.” It was not planned. She was a volunteers wanting to give at list a year of public service
and discover the world at the same time. She worked for Techno Serve an NGO helping youthful and
budding entrepreneurs establish their businesses. A Colombian by birth, she was a young graduate
holding and MBA from a Spanish university. She trained and supported the development of business
plans and engaged in policy related activities and such events as the Entrepreneur of the Year award.
In no time her year’s volunteer contract came to an end and she had made up her mind that she will
be the entrepreneur herself rather than be the facilitator of entrepreneurship. Her success would
certainly be the best example of what it is to be an entrepreneur.
The Product
The development of the Black Mamba chillies Sources product was actually a family affair. Joe, her
husband loved braaing, a Swazi pass time bringing family and friends together around a fire and make
feast from a variety of meats. Joe always had his own homemade chillies source which was quite
popular with friends and family. Joe would meticulously go about searching for the right chillies and
other ingredients for the sources. It made the home braai meals different with that sharp tangy tastes
like “Black Mamba” bite. That’s how the brand name Black Mamba Chillies was born, and developed
form the finest of jalapeno chillies. The source was very popular during the first “biggest braai”, an
event organized by the then Minster of Commerce to get Eswatini in the Guinness book of records.
Many people had a go at chilies source including the braai judges and the public at large.
It was then that a decision was made to launch the Black Mamba chillies. The event of the launch was
going to be the Bushfire Festival of 2010, another musical extravaganza which has also put Eswatini
on the map. That Year about 25 000 festival goers where expected to attend the three day musical
festival. Claudia and Joe prepared 400 chillies source bottles to sell at the festival and see if the public
would be interested in their product. No doubt the source proved very popular and the 400 bottles
were sold out within the first day of the festival. Today there are five varieties of the Mamba Chillies
sources with a global market.
Social Entrepreneurship and sustainability
The decisions to upscale the production of Black mamba chillies sources had its own problems. First
the company had to be formally constituted and registered. Second cooking for the launch had been
practically done from home. Now a new venue was needed. There was need for public health
certification as the company was producing consumption products. But perhaps more challenging
was the supply of chillies and other raw materials for the products. Both Joe and Claudia had strong
social entrepreneurship values and believed that the supply of materials could be achieved by
working with communities especially women farmers.
From the beginning, while stirring a pot of chilli sauce from the back of our house, they believed that
it was possible to make a high quality, distinctively delicious product with a 100% sustainable value
chain that would benefit those involved and the environment.
Black Mamba works in partnership with a local NGO called Guba, whose mission is to improve the
livelihood of communities in Eswatini through the use of permaculture practices. Black Mamba and
Guba have a symbiotic relationship where Guba develops the farmers and their farming skills, and
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Black Mamba provides the marketplace for the Guba-trained farmers to sell their organically grown
products.
To date, Black Mamba provides a sustainable income to 28 farmers, mostly women that are part of
this initiative. 476 individuals are directly impacted as each farmer has in average 6 dependents and
shares their knowledge with 11 members of their community. We have established ourselves as a
cult brand locally, and envision growing this worldwide, connecting chilli heads and ethical foodies
across the world to generation of growers, providing proof that planet and people matter.
The Export Challenge
Your typical customer for the Black mamba products as demonstrated during the launch of the
product is a chillies hot food lover, in search of a distinctive African flavour and taste totally addicted
to chillies. These were found to be mainly tourists or travellers. From the onset this was the target of
customers and their possible outlets in Tourist places in Eswatini and South Africa. The first
international sale was also linked to an importer of African craft who included exotic foods in his
consignment. Today black Mamba products are not only found in Southern Africa but as far as Europe
and the US. The consumers have been found to be mainly men looking for distinctive African flavours
and the ultimate chilli experience – but loyal (to cult level) to brands they really like. They are after
fair trade/ ethical/ environmentally friendly products but look for high quality/ gourmet food Health
champions – mostly women - always looking for organic, natural, “good for you” products.
Locally the supermarket chains sell Black Mamba products In South Africa franchised food outlets are
ordering their products.
Black Mamba has also taken advantages of the bilateral trade agreements between Eswatini and
various countries such as the EU, AGOA and Taiwan. Each export destination has its own export
requirements. For example exporting to the US requires one to be registered with the US Food and
Drug Authority. These require to see your production flow chart for example. In addition you must be
certified as manufacturer of food products. Food safety certification (eg FSSC 2200) must be done by
accredited companies, in addition to public health certification done locally for example. Annual
inspections and audits are carried out to ensure that standard are maintained. Another requirement
is the proper labelling of products for example it terms of instruction for use, ingredients and
nutritional value. The labelling must also contain the address of the exporter.
Beginning initially by asking peers and companies in the export industry, Black Mamba also got advice
from SIPA and The Eswatini Revenue Authority. The latter is the starting point for registration as an
exporter. They need to establish also that you are capable of producing for export including your
ability to satisfy the rules of origin for the destination market you are exporting to. Different Countries
like Australia, Canada, Norway, UK EU USA etc, have different preferential agreements with Eswatini.
SRA also helps in clarification of documents needed, tariff codes and customs clearance procedures
for export. The latter include Invoice, Form F178 (for foreign exchange transaction), packing list, Export
transit documents for example.
Freight and Logistics
Black Mamba has been lucky in that it most of its client have their own freight and logistics companies
with their own warehousing and storage in Durban or Johannesburg. Goods are either airfreighted or
by ship. A good freight forwarder simplifies your life. Otherwise one would have to rely on Shipping
and freighting agents.
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Financing
Black Mamba has mostly financed itself from its operations except for the limited capital items
which was financed by the bank loans. Peer and family support has been very strong to get the
business going. Orders are normally paid for within a 30 day window. However proper
documentation, packaging and labelling are important issues to be observed to avoid rejection or
return of the products. Make sure invoicing covers all your costs including insurance. T&C applies
50% on placement of the order and balance 30 days after the arrival of goods.
Video Link on Black Mamba


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6XoXh6vAsA

Questions
1. Read the articles about the Black Mamba Chillies and review the You Tube video.
2. Break into groups and discuss the key features for you to be in the export business
i. Export Strategy
ii. Product Development
iii. Social Entrepreneurship and Sustainability
iv. Exporting
v. Freight and Logistics and
vi. Financing
3. Carry out and Export SWOT analysis for your company?
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1.4 Ngwenya Glass
Background
Started in 1979 by Swedish Aid. They built the factory, imported all the machinery and equipment
and employed and trained Swazi’s in the age old art of glassblowing. Two of the most talented were
sent over to Sweden to be trained by some of the leading glassblowers in the world. From 1981 to
its closure in 1985, the factory was run entirely by Swazi’s.
In June 1987, the factory was re-opened by Richard, Alix and Chas Prettejohn. Richard a farmer, Alix
an ex-librarian and Chas a marine engineer. Further removed from glassblowing one could hardly
imagine! You may ask “What prompted them to pack up everything in East London and to move to
Eswatini to make glass animals?”!
Well, the Prettejohn’s used to collect glass elephants from Swazi Glass Craft (Ngwenya Glass) until
suddenly – NO MORE! After a couple of years they decided to pop up to Eswatini whilst in Northern
Natal and to “investigate”! The outcome – Proud owners of the only glassblowing factory in
Africa. But now what?! They know nothing about this business!! Through sheer determination,
hard work and common sense – and of course, invaluable assistance from Consol Glass, Talana –
Ngwenya Glass now employs 70 workers, including 2 of the original blowers and 4 of the original
other staff.
Mr Sibusiso Mhlanga, who underwent advanced training in Sweden during the 70’s, has tutored
new apprentices in the age-old art of glassblowing and has visited Sweden a couple of times in the
past few years to once again work with some of the leading glassblowers in the world. Sibusiso also
assisted world renowned master glassblower, Jan-Eric Ritzman at Pilchuck Glass School in Seattle,
USA in July 1998.

Business Ethics and Sustainability
Business Ethics is the study of appropriate business behaviour and policies in line with ethical
business practices. While the emphasis is on moral issues of what is good or bad, good business
ethics is a powerful tool to enhance your business. The world in general expects good value and
expects to do business with firms with good moral standards. The Figure below illustrates key issues
embraced by good business ethics.
Sustainable development has been defined as development which meet the needs of today without
compromising the needs of future generation. The economy defines the means of production
including businesses which exploit the economy for the benefit of society. It therefore means that
ethical businesses must run in such a way that the environment is protected and society and large
also benefits. Environmental awareness, management of waste, bio diversity, climate change
pollution, as well as equity and participation of society becomes the core of the social corporate
responsibility of the organization- or the foundation of its business principles.
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Corporate Social Responsibility

The Environment

Society

The Case for Ngwenya Glass:
Ngwenya Glass is more than an inspiring success story. It is an environmentalist’s dream integrating
the principles of business ethics and sustainability. The products, which include a range of
tableware, drinking glasses, vases, jugs and ornamental African animals, are all handmade from 100
percent recycled glass. Most of this is from soft drink bottles, gathered from all over Eswatini. Not
only are the people of Eswatini encouraged to collect the bottles, but Ngwenya Glass works with the
local schools to instil in the children a sense of environmental awareness. In exchange for building
materials and the sponsorship of the soccer team, the students must participate in clean-up
campaigns. Ngwenya is the cleanest area in the country because any bottle that catches the
children‘s attention finds its way into the factory!
Ngwenya Glass believes that by educating our children about environmental issues, we are going to
have a chance of saving our planet.
And finally, as if willing the survival of the wildlife species that inspire their craftsmen to produce
works of art, Ngwenya Glass launched the Kingdom’s most successful wildlife conservation fund to
date. Known as the Ngwenya Glass Rhino and Elephant Fund, its proceeds go directly to saving
these rare and endangered animals which have been saved from the brink of extinction for a second
time in the recent history of Eswatini. A percentage of Ngwenya Glass’ sales worldwide are donated
to this Fund.
The Market Opportunities and Challenges
Ngwenya Glass products are found in many homes worldwide, whilst custom-made light fittings and
tableware are commissioned by the most prestigious hotels worldwide. Their market space includes:
 Proximity to South Africa and the south African market
 Countries to which Eswatini has bilateral agreements such as SADC, SACU, COMESA, GPS
 Tourist destinations in search exotic African souvenirs, game parks et
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 Environmentalists
One of the challenges in the export business is documentation process and need to meet the export
demands imposed by the various destination countries. The process if clearing can be long and
tedious in some of these markets. They however work with very reliable agents in these countries.
Table below summarises the packing list for destination countries.

Table 8: Export Packing Requirements for Different Destinations

Requirements for Europe including Ireland
and the UK
 Invoice
 Packing List
 F178 (stamped by your bank)
 Euro 1 certificate

Requirements for Australia, America





Requirements for Kenya and East Africa







Invoice
Packing List
F178 (stamped by your bank)
COMESA certificate
Inspection of goods at premises @ a
fee in US$

Invoice
Packing List
F178 (stamped by your bank)
Form A certificate
Requirements for Zimbabwe








Invoice
Packing List
F178 (stamped by your bank)
SADC certificate
BV Inspection of goods at premises @ a
fee in US$

Ngwenya Glass is proof that business success and commitment to protecting the environment
can, indeed, be a winning combination.

Questions:
1. Why would you be interested in Ngwenya Glass products?
2. Which Markets is Ngwenya Classes exporting?
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